Abstract. During the Spacelab-2 mission a small satellite carrying various plasma diagnostic instruments was released from the shuttle to co-orbit at distances up to 300 m. During a magnetic conjunction of the shuttle and the satellite an electron beam modulated at 1.22 kHz was emitted from the shuttle during a 7 rain period. The spatial structure of the electromagnetic fields generated by the beam was observed from the satellite out to a distance of 153 m perpendicular to the beam. Electromagnetic radiation at the fundamental and the harmonics of 'the modulation frequency was observed as well as broadbanded electrostatic noise. The magnetic field amplitude of the strongest harmonics were comparable to the amplitude of simultaneously observed whistlers, while the electric field amplitudes were estimated to 1-10 mV/m. The observations are related to theories for radiation from pulsed electron beams.
Introduction
This paper presents new results about the spectrum, intensity, and polarization of electromagnetic wave fields generated by launching a pulsed electron beam into the ionosphere from the space shuttle. Previous experiments with rockets [Cartwright and Kellogg, 1974; Winckler, 1980 [Reeves et al., 1987] . Using plasma diagnostic instruments described later, it was found that electron bursts of various duration and pulsing frequency would generate strong ELF and VLF signals, both at the fundamental pulsing frequency and at various harmonics. Peculiar satellite lines were also found to surround the higher frequency signals up to the limit of observations at 30 kHz. Satellite lines are emissions separated in frequency from the harmonic spectral lines generated by the pulsed electron beam. The separation ranged from 100 Hz to 1 kHz. Most commonly satellite lines appeared as single subsidiary lines, which were higher in frequency than their primaries. However, since the electron source, the Fast Pulse Electron Generator (FPEG), and the instruments of the Plasma Diagnostic Package (PDP) were virtually co-located within the shuttle payload bay, the question of the extent to which these observations represented waves in the ambient plasma medium could not be answered.
The The results presented here were obtained in connection with the fourth magnetic conjunction when the PDP was below the Orbiter at a distance of about 200 m, and the Orbiter payload bay was pointed towards the earth. A sequence emitting an electron beam square-wave modulated at 1.22 kHz began while the P DP was within a few meters of the actual conjunction point and continued for a period of about 7 minutes. During this time the PDP moved 153 meters perpendicular to the magnetic field as seen in the shuttle rest frame. As discussed below, the experiment was highly successful in generating VLF signals of substantial amplitude, both at the fundamental pulsing frequency and at the harmonics.
The PDP was supplied by the University of Iowa. It carried various plasma diagnostic instruments, including an electric dipole antenna and a magnetic search coil, which were connected alternately for 51. Harmonics in the electric signal are detectable mainly below the third harmonic, except when very close to the beam. The apparent lack of emissions at the higher harmonics could be caused by the high level of broad-banded electrostatic noise, which inhibits the detection of lower amplitude harmonics.
As shown in Figure 3 , a narrow-band emission is also present at a frequency of about 1.5 times the beam pulsing frequency, and with it, a band of noise extending up to the second harmonic. The noise is spin modulated and has a noticable magnetic component as seen in Figure 2 . The lower hybrid frequency induces a cutoff in the natural electromagnetic noise as whistler waves with large wave normal angles are reflected at this frequency. This effect is seen in Figure 2 at about 3 kHz. The spin-modulated noise between 1.5 and 2 times the pulsing frequency is presumably beam-generated and is at frequencies below ft.H. This indicates that the noise is propagated in the Afven mode. We note here that electromagnetic noise of a similar nature, were observed earlier during the fly-around when the electron beam was modulated at about 100 Hz. During this period, the position of the PDP was about 200 m from the shuttle along the magnetic field, and 60-90 m perpendicular to the field.
Discussion
The theory of Harker and Banks [1987] predicts the coherent contribution of the field intensities generated by a square wave modulated beam emitted at arbitrary pitch angles in a cold magnetized plasma. It is assumed that the beam electrons radiate coherently and that the beam retains an ideal helical structure from the exit of the beam accelerator and to infinity, while processes that destroy the ideal beam coherence are simulated by assuming that the current is exponentially decaying with distance along the magnetic field with the scale length 1/j3, also called the coherence scale length. The theory is applicable in both the near-and far-field regions, where an observation point is in the far-field region if the distance from the beam is much larger than a perpendicular wavelength.
We have determined some of the characteristics of the wavefields predicted by the theory for the experimental conditions of the pulsed flux-tube connection. They are summarized along with a comparison with observations in the following points: 1) From the assumption of an exponentially decaying but perfectly square-wave modulated source current, it follows that the predicted electric and magnetic fields are generated at the odd harmonics of the modulation frequency as found by a Fourier transform of a square wave function with a 50 % duty cycle. While the radiation is electromagnetic in nature, detailed expressions of the amplitudes have so far only been derived for the electric field components. This renders a closer comparison with theory difficult, since the electrostatic noise generated simultaneously is of significant intensity as compared to the coherent radiation at the odd harmonics. However, from the magnetic field data we conclude that electromagnetic fields were predominantly generated at the odd harmonics of the beam modulation frequency as predicted.
2) The fields are generated through a Cherenkov resonance (s = 0) given by t.he resonance condition: At increasing distances from the beam, a cutoff at frequencies below about 2 kHz is developed in the broad-banded noise, which is followed by a decrease in the amplitude of the fundamental relative to the higher harmonics. We thus find the same trend in the data as predicted by theory. However, this qualitative agreement exists only when a very large beam coherence length is assumed, and is destroyed when the coherence length is of the order of, or smaller than a parallel wave length. The parallel wavelength was for the experimental conditions about Finally we point out that the observed electric field amplitudes of 1-10 mV/m are of a magnitude where non-linear wave-particle and wave-wave interactions can become important [Neubert, 1982] . The possibility that the narrow-banded electrostatic emissions at 1.5 and 2 times the modulation frequency may be the result of such processes should be considered.
